Introduction

Heavy haul railways provide the safe, efficient, and reliable transportation of freight with particular applications to bulk commodities. Heavy haul railway operations often use dedicated unit or shuttle trains to gain efficiencies by maximizing the quantity of freight transported by each train and continuously cycling locomotives and railcars between loading and unloading terminals.\footnote{To achieve these efficiencies, the initial terminal departure or final arrival times of heavy haul freight trains are often dictated by bulk freight commodity production plans and vessel sailing schedules instead of a predetermined railway timetable. Bulk commodity trains depart when an entire trainload of freight is ready to be shipped and a train crew and equipment are available.\footnote{Many heavy haul operations exhibit schedule flexibility as trains may depart terminals at random times through the day or week. Without a fixed timetable and preplanned locations for each train meet on single track, rail traffic controllers must resolve train conflicts in real time under flexible operations. This paper will demonstrate that flexible heavy haul operations consume more capacity than structured operations where trains depart within shorter time windows, and introducing more structured schedules for heavy haul traffic can effectively replace investment in additional second main track as a means to increase railway line capacity.}} Many North American rail lines once dominated by heavy haul bulk commodity traffic operating on flexible schedules are now seeing increased volume of intermodal trains transporting shipping containers and highway trailers that require more structured
operations to meet shipper needs. Following several years of traffic declines due to economic recession, freight rail traffic in the United States has slowly returned to the peak levels set in 2006. However, the composition and geographic distribution of US rail traffic have substantially changed since 2006. Coal traffic has declined by over 20% while intermodal traffic has set new records, with particularly strong growth in domestic intermodal traffic requiring predictable service on precise schedules to be competitive with the highway mode.

Heavy haul bulk commodity and intermodal train types have unique level-of-service (LOS) requirements and different train speed, priority, length, and weight characteristics. Allowing for schedule flexibility to maintain the efficiency of bulk commodity trains while simultaneously providing the reliable LOS required by intermodal trains presents a substantial operational challenge. Although constructing additional segments of second main track may provide sufficient capacity for these two distinct operations to coexist on the same single-track mainline, it may also be possible to maximize the capacity and LOS of these rail lines by finding a balance between flexible and structured operations for heavy haul traffic.

This study investigates the relationship between mainline capacity, train delay (LOS), amount of schedule flexibility, and the combination of flexible and scheduled trains operating on a rail line. Simulation experiments are used to calculate the capacity of a representative North American single-track mainline under operating conditions ranging from complete flexibility with random train departures, to highly structured operations according to a precisely planned timetable intended to minimize train delay. The conclusions of this research provide a better understanding of the interaction between line capacity and schedule flexibility, and the equivalency between schedule flexibility and expanded mainline track infrastructure. Railway practitioners can use this knowledge to make better-informed decisions regarding mainline capacity and the amount of flexibility to include in heavy haul train operating plans.

**Background**

**Flexible and structured railway operations**

Most North American freight trains do not operate according to a prescribed timetable; although the general pattern of train operations on a given day of the week may be similar from week to week, a specific train may depart a terminal at different times each day. In cycling between bulk commodity loading and unloading terminals, heavy haul freight trains may randomly enter the rail network according to bulk commodity production and shipping schedules. This style of train operation is referred to as “improvised” or “flexible operation.” Flexible operations allow terminals to adapt to changing traffic conditions and shipment demand by changing train departure times. Terminals may hold trains past their departure times to maximize the freight hauled by each train and preserve the efficiency of the heavy haul operation.

The flexible style of railway operations is in contrast to “structured operations” where a detailed timetable specifies preplanned departure times, exact locations to resolve meet and pass conflicts with other trains, and arrival times at intermediate points on the route and the final destination terminal. The structured style of railway operations is common in Europe and Asia, and also on commuter rail and transit systems in North America. In Europe, the structured method of operation applies to all train types, including heavy haul freight trains.

This study uses the term “schedule flexibility” to describe the range of actual terminal departure times relative to a baseline train operating plan with target departure times. Low schedule flexibility corresponds to more structured operations where all trains depart relatively close to their planned departure times. A fully structured operation exhibits no schedule flexibility; all trains depart exactly at their planned time. When train departures are distributed over a wider range about the planned departure time, the operation has high schedule flexibility. A fully flexible operation features trains that depart terminals randomly over each 24 h period of operations.

**Prior research work**

North American heavy haul railway operators define line capacity as the largest volume of traffic (in trains per day) that can be operated over a mainline segment while meeting a required LOS. Railway performance metrics are used to establish the required LOS, with maximum allowable average train delay being the most common. In this context, train delay is defined as the difference between the actual train running time over a mainline segment and the minimum running time of the same train without interference from conflicts with other trains. The actual running time is the total time elapsed while a train traverses the segment in the presence of train traffic, including the time the train is in motion and the time the train is stopped waiting for other trains or unexpected sources of delay. By this definition, train delay includes the time a train is stopped waiting for other trains. This definition is different from other international definitions of train delay where scheduled time spent dwelling in stations or for planned trains meets is not considered as delay. The average train delay for all trains on a given mainline can be used to calculate line capacity, or the specific LOS requirements for a certain train type may also be used to establish line capacity.

Delay-based definitions of line capacity have been formalized into parametric capacity models, such
as those developed by the US Federal Railroad Administration and Canadian National Railway, that describe relationships between line capacity, train delay, and various track infrastructure layout, traffic, and operating parameters. Neither model explicitly considers the amount of schedule flexibility in determining line capacity. Martland observed that heavy haul line capacity and terminal operating plans need to consider disruptions and operational variability. Martland also suggested that changes to operations may allow railroads to increase capacity without investments in mainline track infrastructure expansion. Ede et al. investigated the balance between parameters involving operations, train characteristics, route infrastructure investment, and maintenance scheduling in establishing the most cost-effective heavy haul operation. Their research suggested that bunching train departures due to variability reduces operational capacity compared to maintaining evenly spaced departures, and that sharing heavy haul routes with other train types of trains created capacity challenges for the heavy haul operation. This paper attempts to quantify the qualitative observations made by these researchers on the effects of departure variability and train-type interactions on line capacity.

Dingler et al. investigated the capacity effect of interactions between lower speed heavy haul bulk unit trains and priority higher speed intermodal trains on a representative single-track mainline. The largest train delays were observed when the volume of unit and intermodal trains on the simulated mainline were equal. Dingler did not consider the unique schedule flexibility characteristics of each train type. Subsequent heterogeneity research included randomized train departures but did not include schedule flexibility as a factor in the experimental design. Boysen developed a model to examine how operating parameters, train characteristics, and stakeholder needs can influence railway line capacity. The model suggested that decreasing train heterogeneity could increase capacity but schedule flexibility is not explicitly addressed. A subsequent study investigated the heavy haul capacity consumed by allocating timetable slots to passenger trains and maintenance activities on a heavy haul route transporting iron ore in northern Norway and Sweden. For passenger trains to adhere to the timetable, iron ore train operations are constrained to preplanned timetable slots. To provide the flexibility in heavy haul train departures needed to meet fluctuations in iron ore production and shipment demand, the freight operator purchases additional timetable slots above the minimum number required to transport the average daily volume of iron ore. Even if they are otherwise ready to depart, trains are held at end terminals until their scheduled departure time and many timetable slots are not used during periods with low demand.

The line capacity of two different control systems under structured and flexible operations was compared through a Dutch case study. To determine the capacity of structured operations, the standard UIC compression approach was used while Monte Carlo simulation and rescheduling algorithms were required for flexible operations. The purpose of the study was to investigate the capacity of each control system to accommodate unplanned events and unscheduled trains as opposed to the specific capacity effects of varying amounts of schedule flexibility.

This paper builds upon a previous study of the relationship between train delay and different levels of schedule flexibility under homogeneous operations and a constant traffic volume on representative mainlines in North America. Beginning with an initial timetable designed to minimize average train delay, introducing schedule flexibility by increasing the range of departure time variability caused average train delay to increase. The relationship between schedule flexibility and train delay was found to be nonlinear: low levels of schedule flexibility resulted in disproportionately large increases in train delay while, beyond a certain level of schedule flexibility, additional incremental train delay was not observed as schedule flexibility reached high levels. Additional investigation revealed that introducing schedule flexibility increases runtime and decreases train velocity relative to structured operations.

Subsequent research examined the relative train delay experienced by various combinations of flexible and scheduled trains traversing the same mainline at different levels of schedule flexibility. The experimental results indicate that, particularly as line capacity utilization increases, scheduled trains have difficulty maintaining a high LOS when operating among flexible trains.

**Hypothetical relationship**

This study investigates schedule flexibility and its relationship to the capacity of representative North American single-track mainlines and the LOS (train delay) experienced by particular train types for certain traffic mixtures composed of flexible and scheduled freight trains. This study also aims to demonstrate that investments in additional mainline track infrastructure can be avoided and equivalent capacity gained by reducing the level of schedule flexibility of heavy haul freight train operations.

Previous research by Dick and Mussanov indicated that when operating with schedule flexibility at a constant traffic volume, the incremental increase in train delay diminished as schedule flexibility reached higher levels (Figure 1(a)). On North American single-track mainlines, it is generally accepted that increasing traffic volume leads to exponential increases in freight train delay (Figure 1(b)). The hypothesized set of delay–volume curves in Figure 1(b) can be deduced from the form of the relationship between

...
schedule flexibility and delay for a constant volume in Figure 1(a). The delay–volume curves (Figure 1(b)) are more closely spaced when schedule flexibility is higher to reflect the decreasing sensitivity of delay to additional schedule flexibility (Figure 1(a)). This paper describes the results of simulation experiments designed to determine if this hypothetical relationship is present on representative single-track mainlines.

The form of Figure 1(b) suggests that the same average train delay may be exhibited by an operation with higher traffic volume and lower schedule flexibility, or an operation with a lower traffic volume and greater schedule flexibility. By setting a maximum allowable train delay (LOS) to define line capacity, the corresponding combinations of volume and schedule flexibility in Figure 1(b) produce a hypothetical relationship between line capacity and schedule flexibility for a given LOS (Figure 1(c)). As schedule flexibility decreases from high levels toward more structured operations, line capacity is expected to increase. The additional line capacity obtained under fully structured operations (zero schedule flexibility) corresponds to the capacity lost by allowing some (or all) trains to operate on flexible schedules. Based on previous research on the incremental capacity of transitioning from single to double track,16 the capacity gained by decreasing schedule flexibility can be equated to a savings in second main track infrastructure investment that would have been required to provide the same capacity under flexible operations.

Methodology

Rail Traffic Controller (RTC)

This study uses RTC, the industry-leading rail traffic simulation software in the United States, to calculate train delay and capacity metrics via simulation. Specially developed for the flexible North American railway operating environment, RTC is used by most US Class I railroads, Amtrak, and various rail operations consultants.24 RTC simulates the movement of trains over mainlines with specific route characteristics and emulates the decisions made by rail traffic controllers in resolving conflicts between trains. Users can alter different infrastructure, train, and control system parameters within the RTC simulation to observe and analyze the corresponding train delay output.

Under structured operations, scheduled trains depart their originating terminals according to a timetable specified in the RTC input. Flexible trains randomly depart their originating terminal earlier or later than the departure time specified in the train plan according to a user-specified range. If a schedule flexibility of 60 min is assigned to a particular train, RTC will randomly depart that train as early as 60 min before or 60 min after departure time in the train plan. Within the 120 min range of possible departure times, the exact departure time for each simulated day will vary according to a uniform distribution. In the absence of knowledge regarding the actual distribution of train departure times, this research uses the uniform distribution because it is already built in to the randomization functions within the RTC software. Users may specify a different amount of schedule flexibility for each train in the RTC simulation, allowing RTC to simulate a representative North American freight mainline under different combinations of heavy haul bulk commodity trains with schedule flexibility and high-priority intermodal trains with scheduled departure times.25

To calculate average train delay for each type of train in a simulation scenario, the train delay output from RTC for a given train type is averaged across all simulation days and normalized by the respective total train-mile (train-km) accumulated by trains of that type.

Under flexible operations, the exact train departure pattern is different for each simulated day. To capture the effect of different departure patterns and calculate a robust average train delay response, simulation scenarios are replicated. The required number of replicates was estimated by replicating one scenario in the experiment design 100 times with different initial random seeds. The average train delay response was observed to stabilize after seven replications. On this basis, each experiment design scenario is simulated for five days of train operations and then replicated 10 times. For each
experimental design, an additional set of simulations was conducted with 42 trains per day, 720 min of schedule flexibility, and an increasing amount of added second mainline track infrastructure (in the form of double-track segments connecting existing passing sidings). These supplementary simulations quantify the amount of track infrastructure investment required under flexible operations to obtain the equivalent capacity created by reducing the number of flexible trains and their associated schedule flexibility.

To change the traffic volume from the initial baseline schedule of 36 trains per day, trains were removed and added in pairs to maintain directional balance and the structure of the “return-grid” schedule. For example, when four trains are removed from the initial 36-train schedule to achieve a volume of 32 trains per day, to preserve the ideal “return-grid” schedule, the remaining 32 trains retain their original departure time slots and are not respaced to depart at even intervals. To increase the traffic volume above 36 trains per day, an appropriate number of departure time slots used by one train in the baseline schedule are converted to depart two successive trains (departing at the minimum headway allowed by the block signal system) in the train plan at the higher traffic volume.

Two types of trains comprise the simulated mainline operation: scheduled and flexible. Scheduled trains adhere to the specific terminal departure times in the baseline schedule irrespective of the schedule flexibility factor level. The initial terminal departure times of flexible trains are randomly selected from a uniform distribution over a time range defined by the schedule flexibility factor and centered on the planned departure time specified in the baseline schedule. For example, 60 min of schedule flexibility defines a uniform distribution of departure times over a 120 min range extending 60 min before the planned departure time and up to 60 min after. Five levels of the schedule flexibility factor are considered: 0, 10, 60, 120, and 720 min. Zero minutes of schedule flexibility represent the structured operation on the baseline schedule, and 720 min defines fully random departures over each 24 h period. With previous research concluding that moving from medium to high levels of schedule flexibility does not substantially change train delay, additional factor levels between 120 and 720 min of schedule flexibility were not included in the experimental design.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Route length</td>
<td>240 mile (386 km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siding spacing</td>
<td>10 mile (16 km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siding length</td>
<td>2 mile (3.22 km)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of sidings</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduled departure interval</td>
<td>2 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum speed</td>
<td>23 mph (37 km/h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic volume</td>
<td>36 trains per day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating protocol</td>
<td>2-block, 3-aspect Centralized Traffic Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train consist</td>
<td>115 railcars at 125 t each</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.29 mile (2.07 km) total length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locomotive type</td>
<td>SD70 4300 hp (3206 kW)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 locomotives per train</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Baseline scheduled train plan**

Consistent with previous research work on this topic, a combination of baseline schedule and track infrastructure layout was developed to minimize train delay for 36 trains per day on a single-track mainline (Table 1). The “return-grid” operating model was used to design the baseline schedule such that when trains alternately depart each end terminal at even intervals, every train meet conflict occurs at one of the evenly spaced passing sidings (passing loops). Since all of the train conflicts are planned to occur at passing sidings, the overall delay created by these train meets is minimized. The baseline schedule is subsequently perturbed to introduce schedule flexibility and additional traffic volume to produce the range of scenarios in the experimental design. The mainline segment is 240 mile (386 km) long with 23 passing sidings (passing loops) that are each 2 mile (3.22 km) long and placed every 10 mile (16 km) on-center. Every train has an identical consist of 125 railcars that are representative of North American heavy haul freight operations.

**Experimental design**

The different simulation scenarios in the main experimental design include constant route infrastructure and three variable factors: traffic volume, schedule flexibility, and traffic composition (Table 2). The combination of factors and factor levels in the main experimental design produces 150 different scenarios for simulation with RTC. To extend the main experimental design, an additional set of simulations was conducted with 42 trains per day, 720 min of schedule flexibility, and an increasing amount of added second mainline track infrastructure (in the form of double-track segments connecting existing passing sidings). These supplementary simulations quantify the amount of track infrastructure investment required under flexible operations to obtain the equivalent capacity created by reducing the number of flexible trains and their associated schedule flexibility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Factor levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traffic volume (trains per day)</td>
<td>24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule flexibility (±min)</td>
<td>0, 10, 60, 120, 720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic composition</td>
<td>0, 25, 50, 75, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of double track (%)</td>
<td>18, 25, 32, 38, 45, 59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To investigate if the relationship between line capacity and schedule flexibility is sensitive to the mixture of flexible and scheduled trains, the experimental design includes different traffic compositions. Factor levels of 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100% flexible trains define the fraction of trains that operate with flexible schedules at a particular traffic volume. For example, at 32 trains per day and 25% flexible trains, the simulation consists of eight flexible trains per day operating at the specified level of schedule flexibility and 24 scheduled trains per day adhering to precise departure time. Higher priority is assigned to the scheduled trains within RTC.

**Results**

**Schedule flexibility and line capacity**

For a given traffic composition and level of schedule flexibility, the normalized average train delay output from the simulation scenarios exhibits the expected relationship with traffic volume (Figure 2(a)). Consistent with previous research, at a constant traffic volume, increasing schedule flexibility leads to increases in train delay.

Since North American railways typically estimate line capacity on the basis of train delay, the delay–volume curves in Figure 2(a) can be transformed to create a relationship between schedule flexibility and line capacity for a given traffic composition and required LOS (Figure 2(b)). Figure 2(a) and (b) illustrates the specific relationship between line capacity and schedule flexibility obtained when the minimum LOS for all trains is set to a maximum permissible average train delay of 40 min per 100 train-mile (160 train-km).

The general trends in Figure 2(a) and (b) are consistent with the relationships hypothesized in Figure 1(b) and (c). At the 40 min LOS and 75% flexible trains traffic composition illustrated in Figure 2(b), transitioning the flexible trains from fully flexible to structured operations increases line capacity by approximately four trains per day.

**Regression model for performance of individual train types**

The capacity estimates in the previous section are made on the basis of average train delay of all trains and do not consider LOS requirements specific to a certain train type. Using techniques documented by Shih et al., train-type performance was included in a more comprehensive regression model describing the capacity of the simulated mainline (equation (1)). The regression model includes schedule flexibility, traffic volume, and traffic composition (percent...
flexible trains) as independent variables, and train delay specific to scheduled and flexible trains as independent variables. The model has an R-squared of 0.94 and significant interactions with p-values below 0.01, making it a good predictor of the train-type-specific train delay across the range of simulated factor levels

\[ D_t = f_t(c, SF) * V^2 + g_t(c, SF) * V + h_t(c, SF) \]  

(1)

where:

- \( D_t \) = average normalized train delay for train type \( t \)
- \( c \) = traffic composition (percent flexible trains)
- \( SF \) = schedule flexibility
- \( V \) = traffic volume (trains per day)
- \( g_t, f_t, h_t \) = functions representing the first- and second-order delay–volume relationship specific to train type \( t \)

To transform this delay model into an equation for line capacity, equation (1) is set to equal the maximum allowable average train delay for each train type. The resulting expression can be solved for traffic volume using the quadratic formula (equation (2)). The traffic volume \( V^* \) calculated with this equation is the capacity of the simulated mainline as defined by the LOS required by a particular type of train

\[ V^* = \frac{-g_t(c, SF) + \sqrt{g_t^2(c, SF) - 4 * f_t(c, SF) * (h_t(c, SF) - D_t)}}{2 * f_t(c, SF)} \]  

(2)

where:

- \( D_t^* \) = maximum allowable average normalized train delay for train type \( t \)
- \( V^* \) = line capacity to ensure train type \( t \) meets required LOS

Using equation (2), the capacity can be estimated for a range of schedule flexibility and traffic composition values (Figure 3). The capacity values in the figure were calculated using 21 min of delay per 100 train-mile (160 train-km) for scheduled trains and 38 min of delay for flexible trains as the specific LOS requirements for each train type. Since the transformation process is performed once for each train type using its specific maximum allowable train delay value, each traffic composition has two different capacity curves, with each capacity curve defined by one train-type-specific LOS. The final capacity at a particular level of schedule flexibility is the lesser of the two capacity values for that combination of schedule flexibility and traffic composition.

The relative values of capacity determined by the scheduled and flexible train LOS at a given schedule flexibility (Figure 3) suggest the LOS requirement for scheduled trains defines overall line capacity at lower values of schedule flexibility. As schedule flexibility increases, overall line capacity is determined by the flexible train LOS requirement. As indicated by the slope of the capacity contours and range of capacity values defined by each train type, scheduled trains are less sensitive to changes in schedule flexibility compared to flexible trains.

From the practitioner perspective, these results suggest that line capacity is constrained by the flexible train LOS if externalities and disruptions necessitate flexible operations. If the route can shift toward structured operations, line capacity increases and is limited by the scheduled train LOS.

**Capacity of different traffic compositions**

Comparing traffic mixtures reveals the relative capacity lost or gained from operating different combinations of scheduled and flexible trains across a range of schedule flexibility (Figure 4(a) and (b)). Comparing traffic compositions, regardless of the train type LOS used to define line capacity, the highest capacity is achieved when there are fewer flexible trains and less schedule flexibility. The lowest line capacity is observed when equal numbers of scheduled and flexible trains comprise the traffic on the route, consistent with the observations of previous research on rail traffic heterogeneity. Scenarios with 75% flexible trains have slightly higher capacity than those with 50% flexible trains. This somewhat counterintuitive result arises because, when a majority of the trains are flexible and assigned low priority, it is easier for the small number of high-priority scheduled trains to maintain their required LOS; the elevated status of the remaining scheduled trains compensates for the additional randomness created by the large number of meetings between flexible trains. When the traffic composition shifts such that a majority of the trains are scheduled (i.e. < 50% flexible trains), the large number of scheduled trains diminishes the priority effect but there is less randomness, resulting in many low-delay preplanned train meets between scheduled trains that increase capacity overall. For the presented scenarios, changing the traffic composition at a
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**Figure 3.** Capacity contours defined by scheduled and flexible train LOS. LOS: level of service.
constant level of schedule flexibility can alter the line capacity by as much as approximately five trains per day.

**Train-type LOS requirements and line capacity**

To demonstrate the relative LOS performance of different train types, the capacity for a traffic composition of 50% flexible trains was plotted across a range of schedule flexibility for various train-type-specific LOS (Figure 5). Certain combinations of flexible and scheduled train LOS yield the same line capacity. As illustrated in the figure, a 65 min flexible train LOS yields a capacity relationship that, with $p = 0.05$, belongs to the same population as the capacity curve defined by a 45 min scheduled train LOS. On average, the flexible trains will have 20 min more delay per 100 train-mile (160 train-km) compared to the scheduled trains. To obtain at most a 45 min LOS for both train types, line capacity would decrease substantially to that defined by the 45 min flexible LOS contour and the scheduled trains would only experience 25 min of train delay on average.

This difference in line capacity created by train-type LOS requirements reinforces the need to consider the performance of individual types of trains when calculating mainline capacity. If premium scheduled intermodal trains are more sensitive to delays than flexible heavy haul trains, the specific LOS experienced by the scheduled trains will be a better metric for establishing line capacity than the overall average train delay. Evaluating railway line capacity by the average train delay over all types of trains does not guarantee the performance of any particular train type; low delay for certain train types may only come at the expense of high delay to other train types.

**Volume of flexible trains**

In practice, a heavy haul operator can reduce both the schedule flexibility and the number of flexible trains when transitioning from flexible to structured operations. The combinations of schedule flexibility and flexible train volumes corresponding to a given average train delay (LOS) define a relationship between the number of flexible trains and line capacity (defined by a given LOS) for various levels of schedule flexibility (Figure 6).

Under structured operations, the simulated single-track mainline has a capacity of 41 scheduled trains per day when the average LOS of all trains is fixed at 40 min of train delay per 100 train-mile (160 train-km). To replace eight of the scheduled trains with flexible trains operating at 120 min of schedule flexibility, the capacity of the line must be reduced to approximately 35 trains per day to maintain the required LOS. Alternatively, if the schedule flexibility of those eight trains can be limited to 60 min, the capacity only decreases to 37 trains per day. A capacity of 35 trains per day can also be obtained with 720 min of schedule flexibility but only if at most four of these highly flexible trains are operated on the line. It is possible to increase line capacity by moving to structured operations for most trains but still operating a small number of trains with high schedule flexibility. Adjusting both the number of flexible trains and their schedule flexibility provides practitioners with more...
options to maximize line capacity via structured operations while still accommodating the flexible schedules required by certain heavy haul trains.

The increasing magnitude of capacity that can be gained by transitioning from higher levels of schedule flexibility is further illustrated in Figure 6. Achieving a specific increase in capacity requires more flexible trains to change into scheduled trains when operating at higher schedule flexibility compared to operations with lower schedule flexibility.

Replotting the data to show contours of constant capacity within the space defined by traffic mixture (percent flexible trains) and schedule flexibility (Figure 7) further demonstrates the equivalent capacity of a small number of highly flexible trains and a larger number of less flexible trains.

The shape of the capacity contours in Figure 7 suggests the operational change that will most efficiently increase capacity depends on the current traffic mixture and amount of schedule flexibility. At low schedule flexibility, capacity is most efficiently increased by further decreases in the amount of schedule flexibility while changing the traffic mixture has little effect on capacity. When the traffic mixture includes less than 40% flexible trains and the schedule flexibility exceeds ±120 min, capacity is most efficiently increased by further reductions in the number of flexible trains and less by reductions in schedule flexibility. Combined with practical constraints on how much schedule flexibility can be reduced and how many flexible trains can become scheduled, this finding suggests there is no single best pathway to increase capacity by transitioning from flexible to structured heavy haul freight operations.

**Equivalent capacity of structured operations and infrastructure expansion**

Although some decrease in schedule flexibility may be achieved through improved operating discipline, as described by Dick and Mussanov, reducing schedule flexibility and transitioning traffic to a structured operation to increase capacity may not be without cost. To reduce schedule flexibility caused by unavailability of resources, railway operators may need to invest in additional crew, locomotives, and rolling stock. Similarly, to reduce schedule flexibility from failure-related disruptions, track, rolling stock, and control systems may require additional maintenance. If the move to structured operations is mainly driven by capacity and not to just improve service, investments required to reduce schedule flexibility can be justified by the potential increase in revenue from additional traffic and the relative cost of other strategies to increase capacity such as track infrastructure expansion. The capacity gained through operational changes to decrease schedule flexibility may allow railways to defer large investments in additional second main track that would otherwise be required to increase capacity.

To illustrate the magnitude of track infrastructure investment that can be saved by gaining the equivalent capacity via a transition to structured operations, one traffic composition was simulated on the baseline route with increasing amounts of second main track. As shown in Figure 6, for a LOS of 40 min, the simulated single-track mainline has a capacity of 30 trains per day (6 scheduled and 24 flexible, or 80% flexible trains) at ±720 min of schedule flexibility. If the route transitions to a fully structured operation (zero percent flexible trains and zero schedule flexibility), the baseline single-track mainline has a capacity of 42 trains per day. By making the necessary operational changes to reduce schedule flexibility, capacity can be increased by 12 trains per day without investing in additional mainline infrastructure.

If the operator attempted to operate 42 trains per day on the baseline single track at the original traffic composition of 80% flexible trains (8 scheduled and
and ±720 min of schedule flexibility, the normalized train delay would be over 60 min per 100 train-mile (161 train-km) (Figure 8). Since this average train delay exceeds the required LOS, the line would be overcapacity.

To reduce the train delay under these operating conditions back to the original 40 min LOS and obtain equivalent capacity to structured operations, the mainline infrastructure must be expanded from 19 to 59% second main track by adding sections of double track between the existing passing sidings (Figure 8). Along the simulated 240 mile (386 km) mainline, 40% second main track is equivalent to 96 mile (155 km) of new track construction that can be avoided or deferred by transitioning to structured operations. If the simulated mainline was in an urban area or difficult terrain where numerous bridges and tunnels may be required, several hundred million US dollars of infrastructure investment could be saved by increasing capacity through a transition from flexible to structured operations. Practitioners can engage in a similar approach to quantify the benefits and costs of achieving a desired amount of line capacity through a combination of reducing schedule flexibility and expanding mainline track infrastructure.

Conclusion
This study uses RTC simulation to analyze the relationship between line capacity, schedule flexibility, traffic volume, and traffic composition for representative North American single-track railway corridors. For a given LOS and a constant track infrastructure layout, different traffic compositions of scheduled and flexible trains exhibit the trend of increasing capacity with decreasing schedule flexibility. The largest capacity gains are made when moving from low levels of schedule flexibility to completely structured operation. Mainlines operating at high levels of schedule flexibility do not experience increased capacity until schedule flexibility is substantially decreased to near-structured operations. The number of flexible trains and level of schedule flexibility can both be altered in combination to increase line capacity while still accommodating the flexible schedule needs of selected heavy haul trains. Although scheduled trains are still subject to train delay when a small number of highly flexible trains remain on the corridor, the average delay experienced by the scheduled trains will typically be lower than the average flexible train delay. In defining line capacity, it is important to consider the specific LOS required by each type of train and not just the average delay over all scheduled and flexible trains.

The capacity gained in transitioning from fully flexible to structured operations on a single-track mainline can also be obtained through equivalent investment in capital projects to expand mainline track infrastructure. Depending on the exact route and traffic conditions, the amount of new passing siding and second main track construction that can be deferred or avoided can be substantial and justify cost increases required to ensure that trains adhere to precise schedules. In particular, transitioning from flexible to structured heavy haul operations may prove to be a viable means to increase capacity in bottleneck situations where the remaining single-track segments on a mainline are infeasible to double track due to costly or insurmountable environmental or engineering obstacles.
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